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At high magnetic fields, where the Fermi level
lies in the N = 0 lowest Landau level (LL), a
clean two-dimensional electron system (2DES)
exhibits numerous incompressible liquid phases
which display the fractional quantized Hall e!ect
(FQHE) [1]. These liquid phases do not break ro-
tational symmetry, exhibiting resistivities which
are isotropic in the plane. In contrast, at lower
fields, when the Fermi level lies in the N ! 2
third and several higher LLs, the 2DES displays
a distinctly di!erent class of collective states. In
particular, near half filling of these high LLs the
2DES exhibits a strongly anisotropic longitudi-
nal resistance at low temperatures [2, 3]. These
“stripe” phases, which do not exhibit the quan-
tized Hall e!ect, resemble nematic liquid crystals,
possessing broken rotational symmetry and ori-
entational order [4–8]. Here we report a surpris-
ing new observation: An electronic configuration
in the N = 1 second LL whose resistivity tensor
simultaneously displays a robust fractionally quan-
tized Hall plateau and a strongly anisotropic lon-
gitudinal resistance resembling that of the stripe
phases.

The sample we employ is a standard GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructure grown by molecular beam epitaxy. A
40 nm GaAs quantum well is embedded in thick
Al0.24Ga0.76As cladding layers. Si doping sheets in each
cladding layer create a 2DES in the lowest subband of
the GaAs quantum well. After illumination the density
and mobility of this 2DES are n = 1.6" 1011 cm!2 and
µ = 16 " 106 cm2/Vs, respectively. The sample is a 5
mm square chip whose edges are parallel to the #110$
and #110$ crystal directions, henceforth referred to as
the x̂ and ŷ directions, respectively. InSn ohmic con-
tacts are positioned at the corners and side midpoints of
the sample. Longitudinal resistance (Rxx and Ryy) mea-
surements are performed by driving ac current (typically
2 nA at 13 Hz) between midpoint contacts on opposite
sides the sample and detecting the resulting voltage dif-
ference between corner contacts on one side of the mean
current axis. For the Hall resistances (Rxy and Ryx), the
voltage di!erence between the two midpoint contacts on
opposite sides of the current axis is recorded. Substantial
in-plane magnetic fields B|| may be added to the field B"

perpendicular to the 2DES plane by tilting the sample at
low temperatures. For the present studies, B|| lies along
the x̂, or #110$, direction.

Figure 1 shows the longitudinal and Hall resistances
at T % 15 mK with the magnetic field perpendicular to
the 2DES plane (tilt angle ! = 0). For the field range
shown, the Fermi level lies in the lower spin branch of
the N = 1 LL where the filling fraction " & nh/eB" runs
from " = 2 to " = 3. Deep minima in the longitudinal re-
sistances and associated plateaus in Rxy and Ryx clearly
signal the presence of FQHE states at " = 7/3, 5/2, and
8/3. While the " = 7/3 = 2 + 1/3 and 8/3 = 2 + 2/3
states may be kin to the well-known " = 1/3 and 2/3
FQHE states in the N = 0 lowest LL [1, 9], the " = 5/2
state [10] is thought to be an example of the non-abelian
Moore-Read paired composite fermion state [11]. In ad-
dition to these and a few weaker FQHE states, the four
known re-entrant integer quantized Hall states [12], in
varying stages of development, are also evident in Fig. 1.
These insulating phases are poorly understood but may
be related to the “bubble” phases found in the flanks of
the N ! 2 LLs and which also exhibit re-entrant integer
Hall quantization [2–6]. As the data in Fig. 1 make clear,
the longitudinal and Hall resistances are very similar [13]
for current flow along #110$ and #110$. Unlike the situa-
tion in the N ! 2 LLs, no anisotropic phases have been
found in 2D electron systems [14] in the N = 1 LL, at
least in the absence of an external symmetry breaking
field such as an in-plane magnetic field B||.

Tilting the 2DES relative to the magnetic field direc-
tion has a profound influence on the various collective
phases found in the N = 1 LL. In agreement with prior
studies [12, 17–19], we find that the " = 5/2 FQHE state
and the re-entrant integer quantized Hall states are sup-
pressed by an in-plane magnetic field component, B||. In
addition to the destruction of these quantized Hall states,
the general trend of the longitudinal resistance through-
out the N = 1 LL is to become increasingly anisotropic as
B|| is initially applied, with Rxx (for which the mean cur-
rent direction lies along B||) growing significantly larger
than Ryy [21, 22].

Figure 2 displays the temperature dependence of the
longitudinal resistances Rxx and Ryy at " = 7/3 for vari-
ous tilt angles !. As expected, at ! = 0 (Fig. 2a) we find
Rxx and Ryy are very nearly equal at all temperatures.
Below about T = 100 mK the " = 7/3 FQHE begins
to develop, with Rxx and Ryy dropping rapidly toward
zero in unison as the temperature falls. This tempera-
ture dependence is well-approximated by simple thermal
activation, R ' exp(("/2T ), with " % 225 mK (see the
supplementary information).
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FIG. 1: Hall and longitudinal resistances at T ! 15 mK vs.
magnetic field in N = 1 Landau level, with ! = 7/3, 5/2, and
8/3 FQHE states indicated by cross-hairs in a) and arrows in
b). Rxy and Rxx are the Hall and longitudinal resistances,
respectively, for mean current flow along the "110# direction;
for Ryx and Ryy mean current flow is along "110#. Sample is
perpendicular to the magnetic field (" = 0!). Green arrows
in a) indicate locations of re-entrant integer quantized Hall
states.

FIG. 2: Rxx (red dots) and Ryy (blue triangles) vs. temper-
ature at ! = 7/3 for " = 0!, 19!, 44!, and 76!.

Tilting the sample to just ! = 19# (Fig. 2b), where
B|| = 0.97 T, creates a substantial anisotropy in the
longitudinal resistance, with Rxx exceeding Ryy. The
anisotropy is present at relatively high temperatures
(T ' 300 mK), well above where both resistances begin
to fall sharply as the FQHE develops. Increasing the tilt
angle to ! = 44# (Fig. 2c), where B|| = 2.72 T, enhances
both the anisotropy and the temperature below which

the resistances begin their FQHE-induced fall. This lat-
ter e!ect reflects the tilt-induced increase of the " = 7/3
FQHE energy gap noted previously in similar samples
[23, 24]. At the large tilt angle of ! = 76# (Fig. 2d),
the anisotropy in the longitudinal resistance has subsided
significantly at high temperatures, in spite of the large
in-plane magnetic field (B|| = 11.3 T) which breaks rota-
tional symmetry. This surprising return toward isotropic
transport has been noted previously and related to mix-
ing of the Landau levels emanating from the two lowest
subbands of the confinement potential [24].
The ! = 44# data in Fig. 2c reveal a curious e!ect:

After falling steadily from T % 250 mK down to about 50
mK, Rxx, the resistance in the #110$ direction, suddenly
begins to rise as the temperature is lowered further. No
such anomaly is observed in Ryy, the resistance in the
#110$ direction, which drops to very small values in the
low temperature limit. While Fig. 2d demonstrates that
this peculiar behavior has almost vanished by ! = 76#,
Fig. 3a shows it to be quite pronounced at ! = 66#,
where B|| = 6.33 T at " = 7/3.
The ! = 66# data in Fig. 3 reveal three distinct regimes

of resistive anisotropy. In the high temperature regime
(T > 250 mK) the resistances Rxx and Ryy are essen-
tially temperature independent, with Rxx exceeding Ryy

by about a factor of 3. As Fig. 3e shows, the Hall re-
sistances Rxy and Ryx do not exhibit a quantized Hall
plateau in this regime. In the intermediate temperature
range 50 < T < 250 mK, the FQHE is beginning to
dominate the transport. Both Rxx and Ryy fall with de-
creasing temperature and, as Fig. 3d illustrates, a Hall
plateau at Rxy = Ryx = 3h/7e2 appears below about
150 mK. The resistive anisotropy remains, with the ratio
Rxx/Ryy growing as the temperature falls. (This behav-
ior is inconsistent with simple activation, as explained in
the supplementary information.) Finally, there is the low
temperature regime, demarcated by a sudden change in
the sign of dRxx/dT at T % 50 mK. Below this temper-
ature Rxx rises steadily, ultimately reaching Rxx % 150
# at T % 15 mK, our lowest measurement temperature.
Throughout this low temperature range the Hall resis-
tances Rxy and Ryx display well-quantized Hall plateaus,
as Figs. 3b and 3c prove. Intriguingly, Ryy continues to
fall toward zero in this low temperature regime, passing
smoothly through T % 50 mK with no sign of the abrupt
behavior exhibited by Rxx. (The expected local minima
in Rxx and Ryy vs. magnetic field are shown in the sup-
plementary information.)
The resistive anisotropy for T ! 250 mK shown in Fig.

3 recalls that observed in the stripe phases of the N ! 2
LLs under similar tilted field conditions. Previous ex-
periments on the " = 9/2 state have demonstrated that
a weakly temperature dependent resistive anisotropy ex-
tends to high temperatures (T ' 500 mK) when a strong
in-plane magnetic field is present [20]. Furthermore, in
common with the " = 7/3 anisotropy reported here, the
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FIG. 3: Hall and longitudinal resistances at ! = 7/3 for
" = 66!. a) Rxx and Ryy vs. temperature; b)-e) Hall re-
sistances Rxy and Ryx vs. magnetic field at various tem-
peratures. Green dashed line indicates expected location of
! = 7/3 Hall plateau.

orientation of this anisotropy is dictated by the direction
of the in-plane magnetic field, with the high resistance
direction parallel to B|| [21–25]. We therefore speculate
that in the present highly tilted " = 7/3 case, some form
of stripe-like density modulation is present at relatively
high temperatures and is responsible for the observed
anisotropy in the longitudinal resistance. As the tem-
perature is reduced, the FQHE begins to develop and
compete with this stripe-like order. Since the resistive
anisotropy persists to considerably higher temperatures
than the FQHE, the energy scale for the stripe-like state
exceeds that of the FQHE state. As a result, the quan-
tum Hall fluid, which at these relatively high tempera-
tures remains compressible, will accomodate itself to the
density modulation. Unless the modulation is too strong,
we believe that it will simply be translated into a spatial
modulation of the density of fractionally-charged quasi-
particles above the FQHE gap. The longitudinal resis-
tance in such a weakly density-modulated FQHE state
will certainly be anisotropic at finite temperatures and a
quantized Hall plateau can be expected [28].

While the above scenario may explain the data in Fig.
3 in the high and intermediate temperature ranges, it
does not readily account for the upturn in Rxx at T % 50
mK and the persistence of the Hall plateau down to
T % 15 mK. Indeed, the abruptness of the upturn sug-
gests the emergence of a new electronic configuration in
the low temperature regime. The " = 7/3 longitudi-

nal resistance data shown in Fig. 3a are, for T " 50 mK,
again reminiscent of that seen in the stripe phases at half
filling of the N ! 2 LLs (e.g. at " = 9/2, 11/2, etc.) only
now as they appear in the absence of an in-plane magnetic
field. Under these conditions a strong resistive anisotropy
develops only at low temperatures (T " 100 mK). The
resistance becomes large in one crystallographic direc-
tion and very small in the orthogonal direction. Here, at
" = 7/3, Rxx rises rapidly below T = 50 mK, reaching
approximately 150 # at T % 15 mK, while Ryy concur-
rently falls to ' 1 #. However, in sharp contrast to the
anisotropic phases at " = 9/2, 11/2, etc., the anisotropic
" = 7/3 state exhibits a robustly quantized Hall plateau
down to the lowest temperatures studied.
The simultaneous presence, at " = 7/3 in the present

instance, of an accurately quantized Hall plateau and
strong, highly temperature dependent anisotropy in the
longitudinal resistance, has not been encountered exper-
imentally before. There have however, been theoretical
suggestions of fractional quantized Hall phases with bro-
ken rotational symmetry. Using a variational approach,
Musaelian and Joynt (MJ) [29] suggested that in wide
quantum wells (which soften the short-range part of the
Coulomb interaction) the 2DES at " = 1/3 in the N = 0
Landau level might be most stable in a phase analogous
to a classical nematic liquid crystal. While exhibiting
gapless neutral collective modes of the director order pa-
rameter, MJ nonetheless argue that charged excitations
are gapped and thus the system would still exhibit the
FQHE. How the transport coe$cients would behave as
functions of temperature, and what might pin the or-
der parameter, was not addressed. More recently, Mul-
ligan, Nayak, and Kachru (MNK) [30], using an e!ec-
tive field theory approach, have predicted a transition
from an isotropic to an anisotropic FQHE state with ne-
matic order. The transition is driven by subtle changes
in the electron-electron interaction which, in the light of
the present experimental results, MNK speculated arise
from couplings between an in-plane magnetic field and
the finite thickness of the 2DES. While MNK predict
that both Rxx and Ryy will ultimately vanish at T = 0,
they also find a regime, as in our experiments, where one
of the two resistances increases as the temperature falls
while the other falls. Future experiments at lower tem-
peratures may find that the steady increase of Rxx below
T = 50 mK shown in Fig. 3 eventually ceases and the
resistance begins to fall toward zero.
In addition to the homogeneous nematic FQHE phases

mentioned above, it is also possible that our results reflect
a phase separated 2DES. In analogy with the situation at
" = 9/2, a simple stripe phase picture at " = 7/3 (con-
sisting, for example, of alternating stripes of " = 2 and
" = 3 [31]) would yield anisotropic longitudinal trans-
port but not quantization of the Hall resistance. Alter-
natively, one can imagine that at " = 7/3 the electrons in
the 1/3-filled N = 1 Landau level exist in an anisotropic
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version of the quantized Hall insulator (QHI) first en-
countered experimentally at " " 1/3 in the N = 0 LL
in relatively disordered samples [32, 33]. In Shimshoni
and Auerbach’s (SA) theory [32], the QHI is modeled as
a collection of incompressible FQHE puddles immersed
in an insulating background fluid and connected to one
another by tunnel junctions. SA find that the longi-
tudinal resistance diverges as T ) 0 and, remarkably,
the Hall resistance is quantized at the value appropri-
ate to the FQHE puddles. Adjusting this scenario to
" " 7/3=2+1/3 suggests a Hall resistance quantized at
Rxy = 3h/7e2 and a longitudinal resistance Rxx which,
though vanishing at T = 0, exhibits quasi-insulating be-
havior (dRxx/dT < 0) in some intermediate temperature
range. By construction, the SA model is isotropic. Thus,
while our Rxx, Rxy, and Ryx data are broadly consistent
with the SA model, it does not encompass the behavior
we observe in Ryy. Nevertheless, it seems at least plau-
sible that by assuming the FQHE puddles to be oblate
and consistently oriented relative to the in-plane mag-
netic field, that anisotropy in the longitudinal resistance
would emerge from the model. Whether the di!erent
temperature dependences of Rxx and Ryy can also be
accomodated is less clear.

In summary, we have demonstrated that an in-plane
magnetic field can drive a 2D electron system at filling
factor " = 7/3 into a new state in which its longitudinal
resistance is strongly anisotropic and non-linear and yet
its Hall resistance remains quantized at Rxy = 3h/7e2.
This new configuration, bearing strong similarities to
both conventional FQHE and anisotropic “stripe” states
testifies to the richness of collective phases in 2D electron
systems, and calls for further theoretical considerations.
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The energy gap " of a fractional quantized Hall e!ect (FQHE) state is most often determined via the tempera-
ture dependence of the longitudinal resistance, R. Generally, there is some range of temperature over which R '
exp(("/2T ). Since ordinary FQHE states are isotropic in the 2D plane, one expects the value of the gap " to be
independent of whether Rxx or Ryy is used for its determination. Figure S1 a) shows that this is very nearly the case
for the ! = 7/3 FQHE state in our sample when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane (tilt angle " = 0).
The simple linear fits to log(R) vs. T!1 shown in the figure give gaps of 240 mK and 210 mK for the Rxx and Ryy

data, respectively. We do not believe that the small di!erence between these values is statistically significant and so
give " % 225 mK as our best estimate of the ! = 7/3 gap at " = 0.
As our paper reports, tilting the sample relative to the magnetic field induces substantial anisotropy in the longi-

tudinal resistance at ! = 7/3 even though a quantized Hall plateau remains. We find, however, that for tilt angles
beyond " % 20#, it is no longer possible to extract a unique energy gap from the temperature dependence of Rxx and
Ryy. This di#culty is illustrated in Fig. S1 b) where log(Rxx) and log(Ryy) at ! = 7/3 and " = 66# are plotted
vs. T!1. Even leaving aside the dramatic divergence of these two resistances for T < 50 mK, it is clear from the
figure that in the intermediate temperature range 50 < T < 250 mK their temperature dependences are significantly
di!erent and only weakly resemble simple thermal activation. Figure S1 c) shows the results of separately fitting
Rxx and Ryy at ! = 7/3 in the intermediate temperature range to the standard Arrhenius form exp(("/2T ). The
extracted values of "x and "y (from the Rxx and Ryy data, respectively) are plotted versus the in-plane magnetic
field B|| resulting from tilting the sample by an angle ". As reported previously [1, 2], the energy gap for the ! = 7/3
FQHE state in similar samples initially increases with B||. However, beyond about " = 20#, "x and "y become
significantly di!erent, rendering a simple interpretation of them as energy gaps for the FQHE state suspect.
Figure S1 c) demonstrates that the temperature dependence of Rxx and Ryy at ! = 7/3 is quite complex and not

readily interpreted. It is remarkable that in spite of this complexity a robust Hall plateau at Rxy = Ryx = 3h/7e2 is
observed at low temperatures at all tilt angles we have studied (0 * " * 76#). Figure S2 shows these Hall plateaus,
along with the associated local minima in Rxx and Ryy at several tilt angles.
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FIG. 1: a) and b) Arrhenius plots of Rxx and Ryy at ! = 7/3 vs. T#1 at " = 0! and 66!, respectively. "x and "y are the gap
parameters extracted from fitting the data in the intermediate temperature range 50 < T < 250 mK. c) Fitted gap parameters
"x and "y vs. in-plane magnetic field B|| and tilt angle ".
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FIG. 2: Hall plateaus and longitudinal resistance minima at ! = 7/3 for various tilt angles and in-plane magnetic fields. All
data at T ! 15 mK.
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